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Zeev NutovDepartment of Computer SieneThe Open University of Israelnutov�openu.a.ilAbstratWe present two new approximation algorithms for the problem of �nding a k-nodeonneted spanning subgraph (direted or undireted) of minimum ost. The bestknown approximation guarantees for this problem were O(minfk; npn�kg) for both di-reted and undireted graphs, and O(lnk) for undireted graphs with n � 6k2, wheren is the number of nodes in the input graph. Our �rst algorithm has approxima-tion ratio O( nn�k ln2 k), whih is O(ln2 k) exept for very large values of k, namely,k = n � o(n). This algorithm is based on a new result on `-onneted p-ritialgraphs, whih is of independent interest in the ontext of graph theory. Our seondalgorithm uses the primal-dual method and has approximation ratio O(pn lnk) forall values of n; k. Combining these two gives an algorithm with approximation ratioO(lnk �minfpk; nn�k lnkg), whih asymptotially improves the best known approxima-tion guarantee for direted graphs for all values of n; k, and for undireted graphs fork > pn=6. Moreover, this is the �rst algorithm that has an approximation guaranteebetter than �(k) for all values of n; k. Our approximation ratio also provides an upperbound on the integrality gap of the standard LP-relaxation to the problem.1 Introdution and preliminariesA basi problem in network design is given a graph to �nd its minimum ost k-onnetedspanning subgraph; a graph is k(-node) onneted if it is simple and there are at least k inter-nally disjoint paths from every node to the other. This problem is NP-hard for undireted1



graphs with k = 2, and for direted graphs with k = 1. The best known approximationguarantees for this problem were O(minfk; npn�kg) for both direted and undireted graphs[16, 4℄, and O(lnk) for undireted graphs with n � 6k2 [4℄, where n is the number of nodesin the input graph. 1 Better approximation guarantees are known for restrited edge osts,as follows. For metri osts: 2 + 2(k� 1)=n for undireted graphs [17℄ (for a slight improve-ment to 2 + (k � 1)=n see [16℄) and 2 + k=n for direted graphs [16℄. For uniform oststhere is a (1 + 1=k)-approximation algorithm for both direted and undireted graphs [3℄.The ase when the input graph is omplete and the ost of every edge is in f0; 1g (so alled\vertex-onnetivity augmentation problem") is polynomially solvable for direted graphs[7℄; polynomial algorithms that ompute a near optimal solution for undireted graphs aregiven in [11, 13℄. But in this paper we onsider the ase of general osts only.The main result of this paper is the following theorem:Theorem 1.1 There exists an algorithm for the minimum-ost k-onneted subgraph prob-lem with approximation ratio O(lnk �minfpk; nn�k ln kg) and running time O(k2nm2).This gives the �rst algorithm that has an approximation guarantee better than �(k)for all values of n; k, and improves the previously best known approximation guarantees fordireted graphs for all values of n; k, and for undireted graphs for k > qn=6. Note thatour approximation ratio is O(ln2 k) exept for very large values of k (namely, k = n� o(n)).In partiular, for instanes with n > k where  > 1 is a �xed onstant, the approximationratio is O(ln2 k). For example, the previously best approximation ratios for k = pn andk = n=2 were O(k) and O(pk), respetively; our approximation ratio for both these asesis O(ln2 k). For k = n � o(n) the improvement is from O(k) to O(pk ln k). Our algorithmis ombinatorial, and runs signi�antly faster than the O( npn�k)-approximation algorithm of[4℄ whih solves linear programs.Remark: A generalization of the min-ost k-onneted subgraph problem is the SurvivableNetwork Design Problem (SNDP): �nd a heapest spanning subgraph suh that for everypair (u; v) of nodes there are at least kuv pairwise internally disjoint paths from u to v. Itis interesting to ompare Theorem 1.1 with results in [15, 27℄ whih show that SNDP withkuv 2 f0; kg, k = �(n), and osts in 0; 1, is unlikely to have a polylogarithmi approximationguarantee. On the other hand, Jain [14℄ showed that the version of SNDP where the pathsare only required to be pairwise edge disjoint admits a 2-approximation algorithm.Our O( nn�k ln2 k)-approximation algorithm is based on a new result on `-onneted p-ritial graphs whih is of independent interest in graph theory. Namely, we will prove1For undireted graphs, Ravi and Williamson [28℄ laimed an O(ln k)-approximation algorithm, but theproof was found to ontain an error, see [29℄. 2



that any `-onneted graph (direted or not) on n nodes has a subset U of nodes withjU j = O( nn�` ln `) suh that no node-ut of ardinality ` ontains U ; we all suh U an `-over (sine U overs the omplements of node-uts of ardinality `), and denote by �`(G) theminimum ardinality of an `-over in G. An `-onneted graph G is p-ritial if p < �`(G)(this de�nition is shown to be equivalent to the one used in the papers on the topi, seeSetion 1.2). For undireted graphs, our result partly bridges the gap between two mainbounds: the obvious fat that �`(G) � ` + 1 and a result of Mader [21℄ whih states that�`(G) � 3 for n � 6`2. Other previous bounds were for undireted graphs only, and ofthe type �`(G) = �(`) (e.g., [18℄), or of the type �`(G) = �(1) for n = 
(`2) (e.g., [22℄).Our result gives the �rst nontrivial bound in the intermediate range for undireted graphs,and overall the �rst nontrivial bound for direted graphs. Moreover, our proof provides apolynomial algorithm that omputes an `-over within the stated bound.Throughout the paper, let G = (V; E) denote the input graph with nonnegative osts onthe edges; n denotes the number of nodes in G, and m the number of edges in G. Unlessstated otherwise, \graph" stands for both direted and undireted graph.This paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this setion we introdue a standard LP-relaxation to the min-ost k-onneted subgraph problem, and state some simple fats about`-outonneted graphs and p-ritial graphs. In Setions 2 and 3 we give our algorithm forthe min-ost k-onneted subgraph problem: in Setion 2 we establish existene of an ` overof size O( nn�` ln `) and show how to ompute it, whih implies an O( nn�k ln2 k)-approximationalgorithm, while Setion 3 present our primal-dual O(pn ln k)-approximation algorithm.1.1 LP-relaxation and `-outonneted graphsFor an edge set or a graph J on a node set V and S; T � V let ÆJ(S; T ) denote the set ofedges in J going from S to T . By Menger's Theorem, there are k internally disjoint pathsfrom a node s to a node t in a graph G = (V;E) if, and only if, jÆE(S; T )j � k� (n�jS [T j)for all disjoint S; T � V with s 2 S and t 2 T . We will ompare the ost of our solutionsto the optima optk of the following LP-relaxation for the minimum ost k-node onnetedspanning subgraph that has been introdued in [7℄ and used in [4℄:optk = min Xe2E exes.t. Xe2ÆE (S;T ) xe � k � (n� jS [ T j) 8 ; 6= S; T � V; S \ T = ;0 � xe � 1 8e 2 E :3



A graph is `-outonneted from a node r if it ontains ` internally disjoint paths fromr to any other node; a graph is `-inonneted to r if its reverse graph is `-outonnetedfrom r (for undireted graphs these two onepts mean the same). Frank and Tardos [8℄showed that for direted graphs, the problem of �nding an `-outonneted spanning subgraphof minimum ost is solvable in polynomial time; a faster algorithm with time omplexityO(`2n2m) = O(m3) is due to Gabow [9℄ (observe that n` = O(m) in an `-outonnetedgraph).Let G = (V;E) be an `-onneted spanning subgraph of ost zero of a direted graph G,and suppose that G has a subset U of nodes suh that no node-ut of ardinality ` ontainsall of them. Then using the algorithm of [8℄ it is easy to get a 2jU j-approximation algorithmfor the problem of augmenting G to be (`+1)-onneted by adding an edge set of minimumost: for eah node r 2 U we ompute an (`+1)-outonneted spanning subgraph from r andan (`+ 1)-inonneted spanning subgraph to r and take the union of these 2jU j subgraphs.In fat, the following lemma, whih an be easily dedued from [5, Theorem 7℄ (e.g, see [4,Lemma 3.4℄) implies that the augmenting edge set produed has ost at most 2jU jk�`optk.Lemma 1.2 Let G be an `-outonneted from r subgraph of ost zero of a direted graph G,and for an integer p let �p be the minimum ost of an (`+p)-outonneted spanning subgraphof G. Then �1 � �p=p. In partiular, for ` < k the minimum ost of an (`+1)-outonnetedspanning subgraph of G is at most 1k�`optk.Khuller and Raghavahari [17℄ observed that the algorithm of [8℄ implies a 2-approxima-tion algorithm for the problem of �nding an optimal `-outonneted subgraph of an undi-reted graph, as follows. First, replae every undireted edge e of G by the two antiparalleldireted edges with the same ends and of the same ost as e. Then ompute an optimal`-outonneted subdigraph from r and output its underlying (undireted) simple graph.Several papers used this observation for designing approximation algorithms for node on-netivity problems, e.g., see [1, 2, 16, 4℄.1.2 p-ritial graphs and k-onneted subgraphsLet �(G) denote the onnetivity of G, that is the maximum integer ` for whih G is `-onneted. A (direted or undireted) graph G = (V;E) is p-ritial if �(G�U) = �(G)�jU jfor any U � V with jU j � p. One an haraterize p-ritial graphs in terms of overs ofset families, as follows. Let G = (V;E) be an `-onneted graph. Let X� = X�G = fv 2V � X : ÆG(X; v) = ;g denote the \node omplement" of X in G. We say that X � V isan `-fragment if X� 6= ; and jV � (X [X�)j = `. It is well known that if G is `-onneted,4



then jV j � `+ 1, and if jV j = ` + 1 then G must be a omplete graph. Note that Menger'sTheorem implies the following well known statement:Proposition 1.3 An `-onneted graph G (on at least ` + 2 nodes) is (` + 1)-onneted if,and only if, G has no `-fragments.Given a family F of subsets of a groundset V we say that U � V overs F if U intersetsevery set in F . Let F`(G) be the family of all `-fragments of G. We say that U � V is an`-over of G if U overs fX [X� : X 2 F`(G)g; let �`(G) denote the minimum ardinalityof an `-over of G. From Proposition 1.3 we have:Proposition 1.4 Let G = (V;E) be a graph with �(G) = ` and jV j � `+ 2. Then:(i) G is p-ritial if, and only if, for any U � V with jU j � p there exists an `-fragmentX with U \ (X [X�) = ;. Thus if G is p-ritial then G is p0-ritial for any p0 � p,and �`(G)� 1 is the maximum p for whih G is p-ritial.(ii) U is an `-over of G if, and only if, there exists an edge set F inident to U (that is,every edge in F has at least one endpoint in U) suh that G+ F is (`+ 1)-onneted.Combining Proposition 1.4(ii) with Lemma 1.2 and the disussion before it, we get thefollowing statement, whih was impliitly proved in [4℄ for undireted graphs.Proposition 1.5 ([4℄) Suppose that there is a polynomial algorithm that �nds in any `-onneted graph G on n nodes an `-over of G of size at most t(`; n). Then there existsa polynomial algorithm that for instanes of the minimum k-onneted subgraph problemon n nodes �nds a feasible solution of ost at most optk � 2Pk�1`=0 t(`;n)k�` = optk � O(lnk �max0�`�k�1 t(`; n)).For undireted graphs with n � 6k2 Cheriyan et al. [4℄ gave a 6H(k)-approximation algo-rithm for the undireted min-ost k-onneted subgraph problem ombining Proposition 1.5with the following theorem due to Mader:Theorem 1.6 ([21℄) Any undireted 3-ritial graph G has less than 6�(G)2 nodes.In a reent paper [22℄ Mader improved his bound for 3-ritial graphs to n � �(G)(2�(G)�1); hene via Proposition 1.5 the 6H(k)-approximation algorithm of [4℄ is valid for n �k(2k � 1) as well.On the other hand, it is easy to see that there are no �(G)-ritial non-omplete graphs.But for undireted graphs, a stronger result was onjetured in [26℄, and answered by Su:5



Theorem 1.7 ([30℄) If a nonomplete graph G is p-ritial, then p � b�(G)=2.For a survey on p-ritial graphs see [24, 25℄; for some reent results see [22, 23℄ and [18℄.2 Computing logarithmi oversNote that in terms of overs of set families Theorem 1.6 states that �`(G) � 3 for anyundireted graph G with �(G) = ` and n � 6`2, and Theorem 1.7 states that �`(G) �b`=2 + 1 (if n � ` + 2). Our result on p-ritial graphs partly bridges the gap betweenthese two bounds, and also gives the �rst nontrivial bound on �`(G) for direted graphs. Let� = �(`; n) = 2nn+` .Theorem 2.1 There exists a polynomial algorithm that given an `-onneted graph G onn � `+ 2 nodes �nds an `-over of G of size at mostt(`; n) = 2 + 3nn� ` + 1ln � ln 12(`� 1� `2=n) = O � nn� ` ln `�if G is undireted, and of size at most 2t(`; n) if G is direted.Combining with Proposition 1.5 we get:Theorem 2.2 For the minimum ost k-onneted subgraph problem there exists a polynomialalgorithm that �nds a feasible solution of ost at most optk �O( nn�k ln2 k).Remark: Note that �`(G) is the minimum ardinality of a over (transversal) of the (n� `)-uniform hypergraph fX [ X� : X 2 F`(G)g. Several general bounds on overs of uniformhypergraphs are known, e.g., see [10℄. But, as far as we an see, none of them implies thebound given in Theorem 2.1.We need several de�nitions and simple fats to prove Theorem 2.1. In the rest of thissetion, let ` be a �xed integer, and let G be a graph with �(G) � `. An `-fragment X ofG is small if jXj � jX�j, that is if jXj � b(n � `)=2. Note that by Proposition 1.3, G is(` + 1)-onneted if, and only if, G (and the reverse graph of G, if G is direted) has nosmall `-fragments. Let S`(G) denote the family of all small `-fragments of G. The followingLemma is well known, e.g., see [11, Lemma 1.2℄, where it was stated for undireted graphs.Lemma 2.3 Let X; Y be two interseting `-fragments in an `-onneted (direted or undi-reted) graph G on n nodes. If n� jX [ Y j � ` then X \ Y is an `-fragment, and if a stritinequality holds, then also X [ Y is an `-fragment. In partiular, the intersetion of twointerseting small `-fragments is also a small `-fragment.6



A ore of G is an inlusion minimal small `-fragment. By Lemma 2.3 the ores of G arepairwise disjoint, and let �(G) = �`(G) denote their number; note that if �(G) > ` then�`(G) = 0. For a ore Ci of G, let Ai be the union of all small `-fragments that ontain aunique ore whih is Ci. Let A`(G) = fA1; : : : ; A�(G)g. The properties of the sets in A`(G)that we use are summarized in the following statement:Corollary 2.4 The sets in A`(G) are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, for every A 2 A`(G)holds: either A is an `-fragment, or jAj � n� ` (and A� = ;); thus jA [ A�j � n� `.Proof: Suppose to the ontrary that Ai and Aj interset for some 1 � i 6= j � �(G). Then,by the de�nition of Ai; Aj, there are two small `-fragments Di; Dj suh that: Di ontainsa unique ore whih is Ci, Dj ontains a unique ore whih is Cj, and suh that Di; Djinterset. By Lemma 2.3 Di \ Dj is a small `-fragment, and thus ontains a ore C. Thisimplies that Di ontains the two ores Ci and C, whih gives a ontradition.To prove the seond statement, let us �x some set A 2 A`(G). Sine the sets in A`(G)are disjoint, A ontains a unique ore, say C. Consider the family D of all small `-fragmentsthat ontain a unique ore whih is C, so A is the union of the sets in D. If n � jAj � `,then learly jA [ A�j � jAj � n� ` (in fat, in this ase A� = ;, and thus jA [ A�j = jAj).Otherwise, n� jAj � `+ 1; then by Lemma 2.3, the union of the sets in D is an `-fragment,and thus jA [ A�j = n� `. In both ases, the statement is valid. 2Note that Corollary 2.4 does not imply that the sets in A`(G) are small, or that they are`-fragments; it might be that A is large and that A� = ; for some A 2 A`(G), but in anyase, jA [ A�j � n� ` holds.Lemma 2.5 Let A be a family of sets on a groundset V suh that jAj � n � ` holds forevery A 2 A, where n = jV j and ` is an integer. Then there exists an element r 2 V thatovers (that is, intersets) at least �1� ǹ� jAj sets in A.Proof: For r 2 V , let Ar = fA 2 A : r 2 Ag be the sets in A overed by r. The laimfollows sine we have Xr2V jArj = XA2A jAj � jAj(n� `): 2For r 2 V let Fr = fvr : v 2 V � rg, and let G+ Fr be the graph obtained by adding anedge from every node v 2 V to r, if suh does not exist in G. We say that r 2 V outeroversA 2 A`(G) if r 2 A�. 7



Lemma 2.6 Let Ci be a ore of an `-onneted graph G. If r outerovers Ai then any small`-fragment X of G+ Fr that ontains Ci must ontain a ore of G distint from Ci.Proof: Let X be a small `-fragment of G + Fr that ontains Ci. Assume by ontraditionthat this is the unique ore of G that X ontains. Note that X is a small `-fragment of G.Sine Ai is de�ned as the union of all small `-fragments of G ontaining Ci as their uniqueore, we obtain that X � Ai. This gives a ontradition, sine then r 2 A�i � X�, whihimplies that X annot be an `-fragment of G+ Fr. 2Lemma 2.7 Let r be a node that outerovers q sets in A`(G). Then �`(G+Fr) � �`(G)�q=2.Proof: If �(G+ Fr) > ` then �`(G+ Fr) = 0 and the statement is obvious, so assume that�(G+ Fr) = `. By Lemma 2.3, the ores of G+ Fr are pairwise disjoint. Clearly, every oreof G+ Fr is a small `-fragment of G, and thus ontains at least one ore of G. Let t be thenumber of ores of G + Fr ontaining exatly one ore of G. By Lemma 2.6, any ore C ofG+Fr that ontains some ore Ci of G with r 2 A�i must ontain another ore of G distintfrom Ci, so suh C ontains at least two ores of G. Thus t � �`(G)� q. From this we getthat �`(G+ Fr) � t + (�`(G)� t)=2 � �`(G)� q=2, as required. 2Sine the sets in A`(G) are pairwise disjoint, a node an belong to at most one of them.Thus, if A0 � A`(G) and r overs fA [ A� : A 2 A0g, then there is most one set A0 2 A0suh that r 2 A0; for any other A 2 A � A0 we must have r 2 A�, hene r outerovers atleast jA0j � 1 sets in A0. Combining this with Corollary 2.4 and Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 we get:Corollary 2.8 Any `-onneted graph G has a node r that outerovers at least �`(G)(1 �`=n)� 1 sets in A`(G), and �`(G+ Fr) � n+`2n �`(G) + 1=2.Let us apply the following algorithm on an `-onneted graph G starting with U = ;.While �`(G) > 0 do:1. Find a node r for whih �`(G+ Fr) is minimal;2. U  U + r, G G+ Fr;End WhileOutput U .By Proposition 1.4(ii), at the end of the algorithm U is an `-over, and let us estimate itssize. Let tj be the number of ores in G after j iterations of the main loop, and set � = 2nn+`and � = 1=�. Corollary 2.8 gives the reursive boundtj+1 � �tj + 1=2:8



We will prove later that t1 � ` (see Corollary 2.11 below) whih implies:tj � �j�1`+ 12(1 + � + � � �+ �j�2) = �j�1`+ 1� �j�12(1� �) == �j�1  `� 12(1� �)!+ 12(1� �) = 1�j�1 �`� nn� `�+ nn� `:The inequality an be easily proved by indution on j. Let � = 3n=(n� `).Claim 2.9 tj � � for j � j(�) � 1ln � ln 12(`� 1� `2=n) + 1:Proof: We solve for j the inequality1�j�1 �`� nn� `�+ nn� ` � 3nn� ` = �:That is �j�1 � `(n� `)� n2n = 12(`� 1� `2=n):The laim follows by taking logarithm base � from both sides, and then hanging the loga-rithm base: j � 1 � log� 12(`� 1� `2=n) = 1ln � ln 12(`� 1� `2=n): 2On the other hand, if tj > 0 then tj+1 � tj � 1 sine �`(G + Fr) � �`(G) � 1 for any noder belonging to a ore Ci of G (indeed, every ore of G + Fr must ontain some ore of G,but annot ontain Ci). Thus the number of iterations in the algorithm (whih equals to thesize of the over found) is bounded by dj(�)e + b� � t(`; n). This proves Theorem 2.1 forundireted graphs. In the ase of a direted graph G, at the end of the algorithm G has nosmall `-fragments, but G may not be (` + 1)-onneted sine the reverse graph of G mighthave small `-fragments. Thus we apply the above proedure twie: on G and on the reversegraph of G, and take the union of the resulting two node sets.Let us now show that t1 � `, and disuss some onsequenes from our approah. Thefollowing statement is obvious.Lemma 2.10 Let r be a node of a (direted or undireted) nonomplete graph G = (V;E)with �(G) = `, and let Nr = fv 2 V : vr 2 Eg be the nodes in G having r as their neighbor.Then Nr overs all `-fragments of G+ Fr.An `-onneted graph J is minimally `-onneted if J � e is not `-onneted for everyedge e of J . Mader [19, 20℄ showed that any minimally `-onneted graph J on n nodes has9



at least (`�1)n+22`�1 nodes of degree (indegree, if J is direted) ` eah. Sine F`(G) � F`(J) forany `-onneted spanning subgraph J of an `-onneted graph G, Lemma 2.10 implies thefollowing orollary, whih also proves that t1 � `.Corollary 2.11 Let G = (V;E) be an `-onneted graph. Then there is R � V with jRj �(`�1)n+22`�1 suh that for any r 2 R the following holds: r and at most ` nodes having r as theirneighbor over all `-fragments of G, and in partiular �`(G+ Fr) � `.We note that for a direted graph G, Corollary 2.11 implies only the trivial bound�`(G) � ` + 1; however for undireted G, the following theorem provides an easy proofof Theorem 1.7, whih is similar to the one given by Jord�an in [12℄; reall that in terms ofovers, Theorem 1.7 states that �`(G) � b`=2 + 1.Theorem 2.12 Let G be an undireted `-onneted graph and let W be a over of F`(G).Then there exists an `-over U � W of size at most bjW j=2.Proof: In [19℄, Mader impliitly proved (e.g., see [11℄ and [16, Corollary 2.2℄) that if Wovers all the `-fragments of an undireted `-onneted graph G then there exists a forest FonW suh that G+F is (`+1)-onneted. Sine F is a forest, there exists U � W suh thatjU j � bjW j=2 and every edge in F is inident to a node in U . Thus, by Proposition 1.4 (ii),U is a over of F`(G) as required. 2Let us now analyze the time omplexity of our approximation algorithm for k-onnetedspanning subgraphs. Using max-ow tehniques an `-over as in Theorem 2.1 an be foundin O(`m2) time, as follows. For the �rst iteration, we �nd a minimally `-onneted spanningsubgraph J of G, and hoose a node s of degree (indegree, if G is direted) ` in J ; suh J anbe found in O(`m2) time by repeatedly heking every edge for deletion. By Lemma 2.10the set N = Ns of nodes having s as their neighbor in J overs all `-fragments of J + Fs,and thus also of G + Fs. Now we set G  G + Fs. We ompute for every u 2 Ns andv 2 V a set of ` internally disjoint paths. This an be done in O(`m) time per pair, thusin O(`2nm) total time, using the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm (the node-apaitated version)and ow deomposition. For eah pair uv we hek whether v is reahable from u in theorresponding residual network. If so, then the pair uv is disarded; otherwise, a minimal `-fragment ontaining v is found, and if its size is � (n� l)=2, it is the minimal ore ontainingv. At eah iteration, for every r 2 V , we an reompute the ores of G+ Fr in O(lm) time.Thus eah iteration an be implemented in O(`nm) time, and sine the number of iterationis at most `, an `-over as in Theorem 2.1 an be found in O(`2nm) = O(`m2) time, aslaimed. 10



We also need to �nd a minimum-ost edge set to inrease the outonnetivity from `to ` + 1 from eah node in the over found. Frank [6℄ showed that a generalization ofthis problem an be solved in O(n2m) time, but with some are Frank's algorithm an beimplemented in O(m2) time. As the size of the over found is O(`), we get that the overalltime omplexity for inreasing onnetivity from ` to ` + 1 is O(`m2), where m � n` is thenumber of edges in G. Consequently, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(k2m2).3 A primal-dual algorithmIn this setion we prove the following theorem:Theorem 3.1 For the problem of making a k0-onneted graph (direted or undireted)k-onneted by adding a minimum-ost edge set there exists an approximation algorithmwith approximation ratio O(pnH(k� k0)) = O(pn ln k) and time omplexity O(km(k2n2 +pnm)) = O(n5m), where H(j) denotes the jth Harmoni number.We start by giving an algorithm for inreasing the onnetivity of a direted graph byone. We use as a subroutine the primal-dual algorithm of Ravi and Williamson [28℄, whihwe adapt to direted graphs. Given an `-onneted graph G the algorithm of [28℄ uses theprimal-dual method to �nd an edge set F so that G + F is (` + 1)-onneted. We use thesame approah, but unlike the algorithm in [28℄, the primal-dual proedure terminates whenwe �nd an edge set F+ so that �`(G + F+) = p2n; we will show that (F+) = O( pnk�`)optk.We then �nd in G + F+ a node set U of size O(pn) by piking one node from every ore;for every r 2 U we �nd an (` + 1)-inonneted subgraph to r subgraph. The ost of eahsubgraph found is O( 1k�`)optk and their number is jU j = O(pn). Thus the ost of the edgeset found during this step is also O( pnk�`)optk. We apply this proedure twie: on G and onthe reversed graph of G. Consequently, the total ost of the edge set found is O( pnk�`)optk.Let G = (V;E) be an `-onneted spanning subgraph of a direted graph G = (V; E),suh that all the edges in E have ost zero, and let I = E � E. Let S = S`(G) denote theset of small `-fragments of G. For an edge set F and S 2 S, let dF (S) = jÆF (S; S�)j bethe number of edges in F going from S to S�. Reall that G + F is (` + 1)-onneted if,and only if, the graph G + F and its reverse graph have no small `-fragments. Note thatfor F � I = E � E, G + F has no small `-fragments if, and only if, dF (S; S�) � 1 for anyS 2 S. Consider the following linear program (P) and its dual program (D), where (P) isa linear relaxation for the problem of �nding a minimum ost augmenting edge set F suhthat G+ F ontains no small `-fragments: 11



min Xe2I exe max XS2S yS(P) s.t. Xe2ÆI(S;S�) xe � 1 8S 2 S (D) s.t. XS2S:e2ÆI(S;S�) yS � e 8e 2 Ixe � 0 8e 2 I yS � 0 8S 2 S:Lemma 3.2 Let x be an optimal solution to (P). Then Pe2I exe � 1k�`optk.Proof: Let x be an optimal solution to the LP-relaxation for the min-ost k-onnetedspanning subgraph problem (given in Setion 1.1). De�ne x0e = 1 if e 2 E and x0e = 1k�lxeotherwise. Then x0 is a feasible solution to (P). Sine all the edges in E have ost zero, thelaim follows. 2Given a feasible solution y to (D), an edge e 2 I is tight if the orresponding inequalityin the dual program (D) holds with equality. If F+ � I is a set of tight edges, then(F+) = Xe2F+ e = Xe2F XS2S:e2Æ(S;S�) yS = XS2S dF (S)yS: (1)Reall that by Lemma 2.3 the ores of G are disjoint. Let us �x the threshold � = p2nand apply the following proedure:Proedure 1:While �`(G) � �, raise dual variables orresponding to ores of G uniformly until some edgee 2 I beomes tight, and add this edge to G.Let ~F+ be the set of edges added to the input graph G by Proedure 1.Lemma 3.3 Let F+ � ~F+. Then (F+) � jF+j� optkk � ` .Proof: Let y be the dual solution produed by Proedure 1. Sine the edges in F+ are tight,we have (F+) = PS2S dF+(S)yS, by (1). Let Ci be the family of ores of G at iteration i,and let "i be the amount at whih they were raised at iteration i, i = 1; : : : ; q. Note thatyS = Pfi:S2Cig "i for any set S 2 S. Using this, together with the fat that the sets in Ci aredisjoint and that jCij � � we get:XS2S dF+(S)yS = qXi=1 "i XS2Ci dF+(S) � qXi=1 "ijF+j jCij� = jF+j� qXi=1 "ijCij = jF+j� XS2S yS � jF+j� optkk � `:The �rst inequality follows by upper bounding 1 by jCij=�, and noting that in PS2Ci dF+(S)every edge is ounted exatly one (sine the graph we onsider are direted). The lastinequality follows from Lemma 3.2 and the Weak Duality Theorem. 212



After exeuting Proedure 1, let C1; : : : ; C�+ be the ores of G+ ~F+.Proedure 2:For j = 1; : : : ; �+, hoose rj 2 Cj, and ompute an optimal edge set ~F+j suh that G + ~F+jis (`+ 1)-outonneted from rj.Note that by Lemma 1.2, ( ~F+j ) � 1k�`optk, j = 1; : : : ; �+.We then apply Proedures 1 and 2 on the reverse graph of G+ I to �nd appropriate edgesets ~F� and ~F�1 ; : : : ; ~F���. Let ~F be the union of all the edge sets found. Then G + ~F is(` + 1)-onneted. The last step in our algorithm is �nding an inlusion minimal edge setF � ~F suh that G+F is (`+1)-onneted. Note that j ~F j might be large, but the followingstatement shows that jF j = O(n).Theorem 3.4 ([20℄) Let G be an `-onneted direted graph, and let F be an inlusionminimal augmenting edge set suh that G+ F is (`+ 1)-onneted. Then jF j � 2n� 1.Lemma 3.5 The algorithm produes a feasible solution of ost at most 4p2nk�` optk.Proof: By Theorem 3.4, jF j � 2n. Set F+ = ~F+ \ F , F� = ~F� \ F , F+j = ~F+j \ Ffor j = 1; : : : ; �+, and F�j = ~F�j \ F for j = 1; : : : ; ��. Applying Lemmas 3.3 and 1.2,Theorem 3.4, and realling that �+; �� � � � p2n, we get:(F ) � (F+) + (F�) + �+Xj=1 (F+j ) + ��Xj=1 (F�j ) � 2optkk � l  2n� + �! � 4p2nk � ` optk: 2Suppose now that the input graph G ontains a k0-onneted spanning subgraph of ostzero. We an repeatedly apply the above algorithm starting with ` = k0 until ` = k � 1, toompute a k-onneted spanning subgraph of G; the overall ost of the subgraph found willbe at most 4p2nH(k � k0)optk = O(pn ln k)optk.For undireted graphs, an 8p2nH(k � k0)-approximation algorithm easily follows usingthe redution due to Khuller and Raghavahari [17℄ desribed at the end of Setion 1.1.To �nish the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us disuss the implementation and the timeomplexity of the algorithm. As was mentioned, Proedure 1 in our algorithm is similar tothe one used in [28℄, and we an adapt the implementation of [28℄ as well. We omit thedetails, but note that for implementing all Proedures 1 in the algorithm, as well as �ndingminimal edge sets F � ~F suh that G + F is (` + 1)-onneted, ` = 0; : : : ; k � 1, an bedone in O(k3mn2) = O(k2nm2) total time, see Setion 5 in [28℄. Using the algorithm of [9℄,the overall time required for Proedure 2 implementations is O(k3mn2pn). Note however,13
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